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Abstract

In this paper, we consider the rate control problem for multipath sessions with the objective of maximizing the total

user (session) utility. This problem provides a framework in which flow control and routing are jointly optimized. We

consider two cases of this problem, and develop two different rate control algorithms for these two cases. The first

algorithm is an end-to-end rate control algorithm which requires, on the part of the user, explicit knowledge of the paths

that the user uses. The second algorithm is a hop-by-hop rate control algorithm which does not require the user to keep

track of the paths it uses. Both the algorithms are distributed and do not require the network to know the user utility

functions. We analyze the convergence properties of these algorithms, and discuss how they can be implemented in a real

network. Both of these algorithms are computationally simple, and have very low communication overhead.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Effective rate control of traffic sources is required in order to control congestion in a communication network. A

rate control strategy should ensure that the network is used efficiently, while guaranteeing that the traffic offered to the

network by different traffic sources remain within the limits that the network can carry. Besides these, it is also desirable

that the rate control algorithm would ensure that the available network resources are shared by the competing streams

of traffic in some fair manner.

An optimization based approach to rate control was suggested in [7]. Here each user is associated with an utility

function, which connects the bandwidth given to the user with the “value” associated with the bandwidth (note that

throughout the paper, the terms “user”, “session” and “end-host” are used synonymously). The utility could be some

measure of say, the perceived quality of audio/video, the user satisfaction, or even the amount paid by the user for

the bandwidth allotted to it, and could be different for different users. The rate control objective is to achieve traffic

rates that maximize the sum of the user utilities, subject to the link capacity constraints. This problem provides a

framework for achieving a wide range of fairness objectives, by choosing the user utility functions appropriately. This

utility maximization problem has received considerable attention in recent literature, and several algorithms, based on

different approaches, have been proposed for this problem (see [14], [8], [12], [11], [9]).
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Most of the above-mentioned work is concerned only with the case where a session sends traffic over a single path.

In this paper, however, we consider a generalization of this problem, where there can be multiple paths between the

source and the destination of a session. The multipath routing problem has received significant attention in recent

literature (see [4], [6], [20], [21], [15]). However, most of the work done in this context is concerned with finding

and establishing “good”, loop-free multipaths, and with the forwarding of packets on these paths. The problem of

congestion-sensitive rate control on these multipaths has not been thoroughly explored. Note that multiple paths can

be used for load balancing, thus allowing more efficient use of the network. In the multipath rate control problem, an

user not only determines how much traffic to send, but also how to split the traffic amongst the multiple paths. Thus the

multipath rate control problem can be viewed as one in which flow control and routing are jointly optimized.

The optimization-based multipath flow control problem has not been adequately addressed in the literature so far. Al-

though this problem has been addressed in [8], [13], these approaches have certain limitations. The algorithm presented

in [13] is only a heuristic, and may not, in general, converge to the optimum solution of the problem (see Section IV for

a more detailed discussion on this). The algorithms in [8] solve an approximate version of the original problem rather

than the actual problem. Moreover, the authors do not claim any convergence result for their multipath rate control algo-

rithms. From a practical perspective, another drawback of these algorithms is their high communication overhead (we

discuss these limitations in detail in Section IV, where we also compare our approach with the previous approaches).

Moreover, in these algorithms, the user has to keep track of the different paths it uses, and explicitly adjust the traffic

rates on these paths. Therefore, these algorithms do not scale as the number of paths increases (note that there could be

an exponential number of paths between a source and a destination), and are not applicable in cases where the user does

not have any explicit knowledge about the paths it uses.

In this paper, we consider two formulations of the multipath utility maximization problem, and develop two different

algorithms based on them. The first formulation is the same as the one in [8], [13]. Based on this formulation, we present

an end-to-end flow control algorithm that has guaranteed convergence, and has very low overhead of computation and

communication. However, this algorithm, like previous approaches, assumes that the user knows the set of paths it uses,

and is able to directly monitor the traffic rates on these paths. Thus it is applicable tosource routingor similar other

schemes where the source knows the set of paths and determines which path a packet will follow (such as those in [4],

[6]).

The second formulation is new, and it allows us to develop a hop-by-hop flow control algorithm that achieves the op-

timal rates for our problem. This algorithm too has a very low overhead of computation and communication. Moreover,

this algorithm does not require the user to keep track of the different paths it uses, and therefore scales with increasing

number of paths. It is applicable todestination-based routingor similar other schemes where the each router in the path

of the packet determines its next-hop node (such as those in [15], [20], [21]).

The motivation, derivation and analysis of algorithms presented in this paper are heavily based on results in non-

differentiable optimization theory, mainly those by B.T. Poljak and N.Z. Shor [16] [18].
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It is also worth noting here that the second algorithm presented in this paper could be used to solve the well-known

network flow problem [1] (as well as its concave and multicommodity generalizations) in a distributed and scalable way.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present an end-to-end rate control algorithm for the case

where the user has explicit knowledge of the set of paths it uses. In Section III, we present a hop-by-hop rate control

algorithm where the user is not required to keep track of the different paths. In Section IV, we survey the previous

approaches, and compare them with our approach. We conclude in Section V.

II. M ULTIPATH FLOW CONTROL WITH EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE OFPATHS

In this section, we consider the case where the set of paths used by an user is known to the user, and it is able

to explicitly adjust the traffic rates on these paths. Typically, source-routing schemes satisfy these conditions, and

therefore, the algorithm that we propose in this section is applicable to such schemes.

A. Problem Formulation

Next we describe the network model that we consider, and present a convex programming based formulation of the

problem, which will form the basis of the algorithm that we develop.

Consider a network consisting of a setL of unidirectional links, where a linkl 2 L has capacitycl (0 < cl < 1).

The network is shared by a setJ of unicast (possibly multipath) sessions. Each sessionj is associated with a utility

functionUj : <+ ! <, which is assumed to be concave, continuous, bounded and increasing in[0;1).

In the following, we assume that the the set of paths used by an user is already determined/established by some

multipath route-finding algorithm (like those in [4], [6]). We are interested in the problem of finding the optimal traffic

rates on these paths.

Let Pj be the set of paths used by sessionj 2 J . We assume thatPj is known to session (user)j. LetP = [j2JPj

be the set of all paths (over all sessions). For any pathp 2 P , let the set of links on the path be denoted by~Lp. Let ~Pl

denote the set of paths (of all sessions) on any linkl 2 L. Associate a rate variableyp with each pathp 2 P . Note that

the traffic rate of sessionj is equal to
P

p2Pj
yp. Our objective is to maximize the “social welfare”, i.e., the sum of the

utilities over all the sessions, subject to the link capacity constraints. The problem can be posed as:

P1 : maximize
X
j2J

Uj(
X
p2Pj

yp)

subject to
X

p2 ~Pl

yp � cl 8l 2 L (1)

yp � 0 8p 2 P (2)

Constraints (1) indicate that the total rate of traffic on a link cannot exceed the capacity of the link, and (2) represent

the non-negativity constraints on the rate variables. Note that in the problem formulation, we have not assumed any

maximum/minimum constraints on the session/path rates, apart from the obvious non-negativity constraints. However,
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if some additional maximum/minimum constraints exist on the session/path rates, our algorithm can easily be modified

to take those into account.

We will make the following assumption on the utility functionsUj :

Assumption 1: (Bounded slope)There exists anA <1 such thatU 0
j(~y) � A 8~y 2 [0;1) for all j 2 J .

Note that the above assumption inherently assumes that the functionUj is differentiable. This is, however, not

necessary. IfUj is not differentiable, the above assumption should hold for allsubgradients1 of Uj .

B. An Iterative Algorithm

Next we present an iterative algorithm for the problemP1. Later we will describe how this algorithm can be imple-

mented in a real network in a distributed way.

Let y(n)p denote the value of the rate variableyp at thenth iterative step. For each linkl 2 L, definee(n)l as

e
(n)
l =

8><
>:

0 if
P

p2 ~Pl
y
(n)
p � cl

1 if
P

p2 ~Pl
y
(n)
p > cl

(3)

We will refer to the variableel as the “link congestion indicator” of linkl. Thus a linkl is considered “congested” if

el = 1, and “uncongested” ifel = 0.

The iterative rate update procedure, as will be stated shortly, has a very simple interpretation. In the procedure, the

traffic rate on a path of a session is increased according to the derivative of the session’s utility function, while it is

decreased according to the number of congested links on the path.

Now let us state the rate update procedure formally. Consider a pathp of sessionj, i.e., p 2 Pj . In the following,

[ � ]+ denotes a projection2 on [0;1). At thenth iterative step, the rate variableyp is updated as follows

y(n+1)p = [ y(n)p + �n ( U
0

j(
X

p
02Pj

y
(n)

p
0 )� �(

X

l2~Lp

e
(n)
l ) ]+ (4)

where� is a positive constant, and�n > 0 is the step-size at thenth iterative step. Note that ifUj is not differentiable,

thenU
0

j in (4) should be replaced by a subgradient ofUj at that point.

Note that(
P

l2~Lp
el) is the number of congested links in pathp. In the next subsection, we investigate the convergence

properties of this iterative algorithm under certain conditions on the constant� and the step-sizes.

C. Convergence Analysis

In the following, lety = (yp; p 2 P ) denote the vector of all path rates. Lety(n) denote the value of this vector at the

nth iterative step. Also, letY � be the set of optimal solutions ofP1 (note that the optimal solution can be non-unique).

1A subgradient [18], defined in the context of convex/concave functions, can be viewed as a generalized gradient, and may exist even if the

gradient does not (as is the case for non-differentiable functions).

2For any scalar~y, [~y]+ = max(0; ~y).
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Define the overall user utility functionU : <
jP j
+ ! < asU(y) =

P
j2J Uj(

P
p2Pj

yp), andU� be the corresponding

optimal value. ThusU� = U(y�) for anyy� 2 Y �. Also let�(y; S) = minz2S jjy � zjj denote the Euclidean distance

of a pointy from any compact setS. Now we state some convergence results under various conditions of the step-sizes.

Assume that the sequence of step-sizesf�ng in (4) satisfies the following criteria

lim
n!1

�n = 0
P1

n=1 �n =1 (5)

As an example,�n = (1=n) is a sequence that satisfies (5).

The following theorem shows that our algorithm converges to the optimum if the step-sizes satisfy the above condi-

tion.

Theorem 1:Consider the iterative procedure stated in (3)-(4), with the step-sizes satisfying (5). Then for all� > A,

lim
n!1

�(y(n); Y �) = 0

The above theorem is proved in Appendix II. Note that from the continuity ofU it follows thatlimn!1U(y(n)) = U�.

The above theorem basically states that the distance of the rate vector from the set of optimal rates decreases to zero. In

the special case where this optimum is unique, the rate vector converges to the unique optimum.

The condition
P1

n=1 �n = 1 in (5) can be somewhat relaxed. Our algorithm can be also be shown to converge if

the step-sizes�n satisfy�n = ��n where0 < � < 1 and� is a “sufficiently large” constant. However, the condition

limn!1 �n = 0 is required for exact convergence. In practice, however, it may not be possible (due to precision

limitations) or efficient (since it could slow down the convergence rate considerably) to decrease the step-size beyond a

certain value. Next we investigate the convergence of our algorithm with constant step-sizes.

If the step-sizes are constant, we can prove a slightly weaker convergence result, as we state below. A similar result

holds even in the case where the step-sizes are not constant but converge to some positive value.

For any compact set S, let�r(S) be the set of all points at a distance ofr or less fromS, i.e.,�r(S) = fy : �(y; S) �

rg.

Theorem 2:Let fy(n)(�)g denote the sequence of rate vectors defined by (3)-(4) with�n = � 8n. Then there exists

a functionr(�) such thatlim�!0+ r(�) = 0, and for all� > A,

lim
n!1

�(y(n)(�);�r(�)(Y
�)) = 0 8� > 0

Theorem 2 can be proved along the same lines as Theorem 1. The theorem states that for a constant step-size, the rate

vector converges to a neighborhood around the optimum, and the size of this neighborhood becomes arbitrarily small

with decreasing step-size. For a given constant step-size, the size of the neighborhood depends on the parameters of the

problemP1, including the utility functions (Appendix III shows howr(�) can be calculated in terms of�). Note that

the above theorem also implies that given any neighborhood around the optimum, we can choose the step-size� to be

sufficiently small so that our algorithm (with constant step-sizes) converges to that neighborhood.
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D. Distributed Implementation

Now let us see how the iterative algorithm described above can be implemented in an asynchronous network environ-

ment in a distributed way.

Assume that the variableel is stored and updated at linkl (i.e., at the node where linkl originates). Also assume that

the rate computation for all paths of a session (according to (4)) is carried out at the source of the session.

Now assume that the source of a session periodically sends out some rate packets (RPs), each containing a rate field

R, on the paths of that session. Before sending out an RP, the source sets theR field to the current transmission rate

on the path over which the packet is routed. The links on the path of the packet read theR field in order to know the

current traffic rate on that path. These rate values are used to update the link congestion indicator.

Note that in order to update the path rates, a source needs to know only the total number of congested links on its

path and not the exact set of congested links. Now assume that the receiver of a session periodically sends out some

congestion packets (CPs), each containing a rate fieldC, on the paths (in the backward direction) of that session. The

receiver sets theC field to 0 before sending out the CP. Subsequently, when the CP goes through a link on its path, the

link adds its congestion indicator to the entry in theC field of the CP. Thus when the CP reaches the source node, the

field C of the CP contains the number of congested links on that particular path, which is used in the computation of

the new path rates at the source.

Note that although we have described the RPs and the CPs as separate packets, in practice, they can simply be

piggybacked on the data and acknowledgement (ACK) packets (in an ACK based protocol). Thus theR field can be a

part of the data packet, and theC field a part of the ACK packet.

The link and session algorithms are described below (the step-size is assumed to be constant). In the algorithms, the

rates and the link congestion indicators are updated periodically. However, in practice, they can also be updated on the

arrivals of RPs/CPs.

Link l’s algorithm:

On receiving an RP of pathp:

Read theR field of the RP to know the new value ofyp, and forward the RP onto the next link.

Periodically :

Updateel as

el  

8<
:

0 if
P

p2 ~Pl
yp � cl

1 if
P

p2 ~Pl
yp > cl

On receiving a CP :

Add el to theC field of the CP and forward the CP onto the next link.

Sessionj’s algorithm:

On receiving a CP of pathp:
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Read theC field of the CP to know(
P

l2~Lp
el), the current number of congested links inp.

Periodically :

1. For eachp 2 Pj , updateyp as

yp  [ yp + � ( U
0

j(
X
p
0

2Pj

yp0 )� �(
X
l2~Lp

el) ) ]+

2. For eachp 2 Pj , send an RP onp, setting the fieldR to yp.

E. Discussion

One drawback of the algorithm described above is that the actual rates need to be communicated from the users to

the links. This not only results in a communication overhead, but also requires the links to maintain states on a per-path

basis. In practice, however, the traffic on a link can be estimated, and this estimated rate can be used to update the link

congestion indicator. Note that only thetotal traffic rate on a link needs to be estimated, and not the individual path

rates. Therefore, with estimation of traffic rates at the links, we do not require per-path or per-session information to be

maintained at the links. This also removes the overhead of communicating the rates from the users to the links.

Now consider the overhead of communicating to the user the number of congested links on the user’s path. Note that

the value in theC field of the CP can be at most�L, the maximum number of links on the path of any session. Thus

the congestion fieldC needs to belog2(b�Lc + 1) bits long. Therefore for most real networks, including the internet,

allocating just one byte to theC field should be sufficient (note that one byte would allow 255 links on a sessions path).

Thus the overhead of the network congestion feedback to the users is quite small.

Note that in the algorithm described above, the storage and processing complexity at the end-host is linear in the

number of paths it uses. Therefore, this algorithm does not scale as the number of paths between a source-destination

pair increases.

III. M ULTIPATH FLOW CONTROL WITHOUT EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE OFPATHS

In this section, we will present a rate control algorithm which does not require the user to keep track of the different

paths it uses. This algorithm applies to cases where the user does not know the exact set of paths, or is unable to directly

control the traffic rates on these paths. In this algorithm, the storage/processing complexity at the network/end nodes

does not depend significantly on the number of paths used. In this case, however, the nodes in the network need to keep

track of the sessions whose paths pass through that node. This algorithm, therefore, requires per-session information

to be maintained at the network nodes. It is also important to note that while the algorithm previously presented is an

end-to-end flow control algorithm, the algorithm that we present in this section works on a hop-by-hop basis.

A. Problem Formulation

Next we provide an alternative formulation of the multipath flow control problem, which forms the basis of the

algorithm that we develop. In the following, we assume that each node on a session path maintains a set ofinput links
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(the links through which traffic of that session arrives at that node) and a set ofoutput links(the links through which

traffic of that session departs from that node) for the session. Note that the set of input links of a session at a node is

a subset of the set of all incoming links at that node; similarly, the set of output links of a session at a node is a subset

of the set of all outgoing links at that node. We assume that set of paths used by a session, and therefore, the sets of

input and output links of the session at a node, are already determined by some multipath route-finding algorithm (like

those in [20], [21]). We are interested in determining the traffic rates on these links/paths so that the total user utility is

maximized.

Consider a network consisting of a setL of unidirectional links, where a linkl 2 L has capacitycl (0 < cl < 1).

Let the set of nodes of the network be denoted byK. The network is shared by a setJ of unicast (possibly multipath)

sessions. Letsj anddj respectively denote the source and destination nodes of a sessionj 2 J . LetKj � K denote

the set of nodes which sessionj traverses (includingsj anddj). We will refer to the nodes in the setKj n fsj ; djg as

the “intermediate nodes” of sessionj. LetJl � J denote the set of sessions that use linkl 2 L. Also letLj � L denote

the set of links used by sessionj 2 J . Let Ik andOk respectively denote the set of incoming and outgoing links at node

k. Let Ikj � Ik andOkj � Ok respectively denote the set of input and output links of sessionj at nodek. Note that

Isjj = Odjj = �. As before, each sessionj is associated with a utility functionUj : <+ ! <, which is assumed to be

concave, continuous, bounded and increasing in[0;1).

Now for each linkl 2 Lj for each sessionj 2 J , associate a variablexlj denoting the traffic rate of sessionj on link

l. Then the utility maximization problem can be posed as:

P2 : maximize
X
j2J

Uj(
X

l2Osjj

xlj)

subject to
X
l2Ikj

xlj =
X
l2Okj

xlj 8 k 2 Kj n fsj; djg 8 j 2 J (6)

X
j2Jl

xlj � cl 8 l 2 L (7)

xlj � 0 8 l 2 Lj 8 j 2 J (8)

Each constraint in (6) states the flow constraint of a session at a node, i.e., the total input flow of a session at an

intermediate node is equal to the total output flow of that session at that node. Constraints (7) are the link capacity

constraints, while (8) are the non-negativity constraints on the rates.

B. An Iterative Algorithm

Next we present an iterative algorithm for the problemP2. The algorithm is developed using techniques similar to

those used in deriving the algorithm of Section II. We will describe a distributed implementation of this algorithm in

Section III-D.
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Let x(n)lj denote the value of the rate variablexlj at thenth iterative step. For each linkl 2 L, define"(n)l as

"
(n)
l =

8><
>:

0 if
P

j2Jl
x
(n)
lj � cl

1 if
P

j2Jl
x
(n)
lj > cl

(9)

The variable"l is the “link congestion indicator” of linkl ("l is similar to the variableel defined in the Section II-B).

Now for each nodek 2 Kj n fsj; djg for each sessionj 2 J , define�(n)kj as

�
(n)
kj =

8>>>><
>>>>:

0 if
P

l2Ikj
x
(n)
lj =

P
l2Okj

x
(n)
lj

1 if
P

l2Ikj
x
(n)
lj >

P
l2Okj

x
(n)
lj

�1 if
P

l2Ikj
x
(n)
lj <

P
l2Okj

x
(n)
lj

(10)

We will refer to the variable�kj as the “node congestion indicator” of nodek for sessionj. For a sessionj, an

intermediate nodek is considered “balanced” if�kj = 0, “congested” if�kj = 1, and “underutilized” if�kj = �1.

In the following, we will refer to the node where a link originates as thestart nodeof the link. Similarly, we will refer

to the node where a link ends as theend nodeof the link. The rate update algorithm, stated below, has a simple intuitive

interpretation. In the algorithm, the rate of a session on a link decreases if the start node of the link is underutilized or if

the end node of the link is congested. Similarly, the rate of a session on a link increases if the opposite conditions hold,

i.e., if the start node of the link is congested or if the end node of the link is underutilized. Also, the rate of a session on

a link decreases if the link itself is congested. In addition, if the start node of the link is the source node of the session,

then the rate of the session on the link increases according to the derivative of the session utility.

Now we state the rate update procedure formally. Let�l and�l respectively denote the start node and end node of link

l 2 L. Consider a sessionj 2 J , and a linkl 2 Lj. In the following, [ � ]+ denotes a projection on[0;1), as before.

The update procedure ofxlj at stepn is

x
(n+1)
lj =

8>>>><
>>>>:

[ x(n)lj + �n ( U
0

j(
P

l2Osjj
x
(n)
lj )� �("

(n)
l + �

(n)
�lj

) ) ]+ if l 2 Osjj

[ x(n)lj + �n ( ��("
(n)
l � �

(n)
�lj

) ) ]+ if l 2 Idjj

[ x(n)lj + �n ( ��("
(n)
l + �

(n)
�lj

� �
(n)
�lj

) ) ]+ otherwise

(11)

where� is a positive constant, and�n > 0 is the step-size at thenth iterative step.

C. Convergence Analysis

In this section, we investigate the convergence of the iterative algorithm outlined in the last subsection.

In the following, letx = (xlj; l 2 Lj; j 2 J) denote the vector of all rates. Letx(n) denote the value of this vector at

thenth iterative step. Also, letX� be the set of optimal solutions ofP2.

Now we state some convergence results under various conditions of the step-sizes, similar to those stated for the

algorithm in Section II. As before, we assume that the utility functions satisfy Assumption 1.
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Theorem 3:Consider the iterative procedure stated in (9)-(11), with the step-sizes satisfying (5). Then there exists a

�1 <1, such that for all� > �1,

lim
n!1

�(x(n);X�) = 0

Theorem 4:Let fx(n)(�)g denote the sequence of rate vectors defined by (9)-(11) with�n = � 8n. Then there exists

a�1 <1 and a functionr(�) such thatlim�!0+ r(�) = 0, and for all� > �1,

lim
n!1

�(x(n)(�);�r(�)(X
�)) = 0 8� > 0

In general,�1 can be obtained as follows. Note that the set of lagrange multiplier vectors for problemP2 is non-

empty (from Proposition 5.2.1 of [5]). Let�� = f��l ; l 2 Lg be any lagrange multiplier vector forP2. Let ��max =

maxl2L �
�
l . Then the result of Theorems 3 and 4 can be shown to hold for�1 = ��max. Under an additional “interior

point assumption”, upper bounds on��max can be easily calculated in terms of the parameters of the problemP2 (see

[5] (pp. 450)). If the set of linksLj , for every sessionj 2 J , forms a directed acyclic graph (DAG), then it can be

shown that� > A is sufficient to guarantee the convergence results stated in the above theorems. Note that in practice,

the routing algorithms usually establish the multipaths in the form of a DAG so as to ensure “loop-free” routing [20],

[21].

D. Distributed Implementation

Next we describe how the algorithm described in Section III-B can be implemented in a distributed way in an asyn-

chronous network environment. Let us assume that the link congestion indicator variable is updated at the start node of

the corresponding link. Also assume that the node congestion indicator variable is updated at the corresponding node.

Thus node�l is responsible for keeping track of"l, while nodek is responsible for keeping track of�kj. Assume that

the rate variablexlj is updated at node�l. In the optimization process, a node has to communicate with the previous-

hop and next-hop nodes. In this case too, we assume that this communication is carried out using rate packets (RPs)

and congestion packets (CPs). However, unlike the algorithm described in Section II, the RPs and CPs in this case are

exchanged only between adjacent network nodes and not between end-hosts. A node on a session path communicates

the rate variable updated by it to the session’s next-hop node through theR field of a rate packet (RP) (note that this rate

variable is required for the update of the node congestion indicator variable at the next-hop node). The node commu-

nicates the node congestion indicator variable updated by it to the session’s previous-hop node through theC field of

congestion packet (CP) (note that this node congestion indicator variable is required for the update of the rate variable

at the previous-hop node).

The algorithms for the source and intermediate nodes of a sessionj are stated below. Note that the destination node

does not take part in the optimization process. In the algorithms described below, the step-size for rate updates is kept

constant at�.
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Source nodesj ’s algorithm:

On receiving a CP from�l :

Read theC field of the CP to know the new value of��lj .

Periodically :

1. For eachl 2 Osjj , update"l as

"l  

8<
:

0 if
P

j2Jl
xlj � cl

1 if
P

j2Jl
xlj > cl

2. For eachl 2 Osjj , updatexlj as

xlj  [ xlj + � ( U
0

j(
X

l2Osj j

xlj)� �("l + ��lj) ) ]+

3. Send RPs to the next-hop nodes of sessionj, setting theR field to the updated value of the appropriate rate variablexlj .

Intermediate nodek’s algorithm (k =2 Idjj) :

On receiving a CP from�l :

Read theC field of the CP to know the new value of��lj .

On receiving an RP from�l :

Read theR field of the RP to know the new value ofxlj .

Periodically :

1. For eachl 2 Okj , update"l as

"l  

8<
:

0 if
P

j2Jl
xlj � cl

1 if
P

j2Jl
xlj > cl

2. For eachl 2 Okj , updatexlj as

xlj  [ xlj + � ( ��("l + ��lj � ��lj) ) ]+

3. Update�kj as

�kj  

8>>><
>>>:

0 if
P

l2Ikj
xlj =

P
l2Okj

xlj

1 if
P

l2Ikj
xlj >

P
l2Okj

xlj

�1 if
P

l2Ikj
xlj <

P
l2Okj

xlj

4. Send RPs to the next-hop nodes of sessionj, setting theR field to the updated value of the appropriate rate variablexlj .

5. Send CPs to previous-hop nodes of sessionj, setting theC field to the updated value of the node congestion indicator�kj .

Intermediate nodek’s algorithm (k 2 Idjj) :

On receiving an RP from�l :

Read theR field of RP to know the new value ofxlj .
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Periodically :

1. For eachl 2 Okj , update"l as

"l  

8<
:

0 if
P

j2Jl
xlj � cl

1 if
P

j2Jl
xlj > cl

2. For eachl 2 Okj , updatexlj as

xlj  [ xlj + � ( ��("l � ��lj) ) ]+

3. Update�kj as

�kj  

8>>><
>>>:

0 if
P

l2Ikj
xlj =

P
l2Okj

xlj

1 if
P

l2Ikj
xlj >

P
l2Okj

xlj

�1 if
P

l2Ikj
xlj <

P
l2Okj

xlj

4. Send CPs to previous-hop nodes of sessionj, setting theC field to the updated value of the node congestion indicator�kj .

E. Discussion

Note that since the node congestion indicator variables�kj takes only three values (namely, 0, 1 and -1), theC field of

the CP needs to be allocated only 2 bits. Moreover, note that with measurement-based traffic rate estimation at the nodes,

the overhead of rate communication (from a node to its next-hop node) can be avoided. Thus the total communication

overhead of this algorithm is quite small.

As mentioned before, since the storage and processing complexity of this algorithm does not depend significantly on

the number of paths, this algorithm scales with increasing number of session paths. However, note that a node has to

maintain a congestion indicator for each of the sessions going through it. Moreover, even with measurement-based rate

estimation, a node has to estimate the traffic rate for each session going through it (and not just the total rate of traffic at

that node). This implies that the storage and processing complexity at an intermediate node is proportional to the number

of sessions going through it. While maintaining per-session states is usually not feasible in backbone routers (where

there can be thousands of sessions going through the router), it can be feasible in Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)

and intranets. In backbones, state aggregation could be used to reduce the overhead of these additional flow states,

thus making the algorithm more feasible. Comparing the algorithm of Section II with the algorithm just presented, we

see that some of the storage/processing complexity at the end-host in the former algorithm has been transferred to the

intermediate network nodes in the case of the latter.

An interesting feature of the algorithm presented in this section is that it can be used in solving the multicommodity

flow problem [1] with concave utility functions (note that the multicommodity flow problem is usually defined with

linear objective functions) in a distributed way. To see this, in problemP2, setKj = K 8j 2 J , so that traffic of

a session could pass through all possible nodes in the network. Also setIkj = Ik n fdjg; Okj = Ok n fsjg 8k 2

Kj 8j 2 J , so that the traffic of an session could pass through all possible links (except the links going into the source

node or coming out of the destination node, which can obviously be excluded). With these settings, all possible paths

between the source and destination nodes of a session are included in the problem formulation. NowP2 represents
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a generalized multicommodity flow problem which can be solved in a distributed way using the algorithm described

above.

IV. RELATED WORK

In this section, we mention some of the recent work on the optimization based flow control problem. We then compare

our approach to the multipath utility maximization problem with two other approaches for the same problem, presented

in [8], [13].

In recent literature, several different algorithms have been proposed for the single-path case of the problem addressed

in this paper. In [14], Low et al. propose an algorithm based on the dual approach for the same problem. In [2],

the authors suggest a randomized marking based implementation of the algorithm in [14], that uses only one bit for

the network congestion feedback. In [8], the authors propose both primal and dual algorithms that solve approximate

versions of the same problem. Another related, but different, approach is proposed in [11], in which the user adjusts

its rate based on the proportion of marked packets or end-to-end (measurable) losses. In [12], the authors present a

window-based based flow control approach for this problem. Here the users choose some weights and the window-

based flow control scheme, on convergence, allocates rates that are proportionally fair with respect to those weights.

The weights are updated in such a way that the algorithm finally converges to the optimal rates. In [9], the authors

present a simple algorithm for the same problem where the user adjusts its rate based on the number of congested links.

Like the approach taken in this paper, the algorithm in [9] is also based on non-differentiable optimization methods, and

has certain similarities with the single-path version of the first algorithm presented in this paper. It is important to note

that all of the above-mentioned algorithms are end-to-end flow control algorithms.

As already mentioned, the multipath case of the utility maximization problem have not been adequately addressed

in the literature. Most of the approaches for the single-path case of the problem, as mentioned above, require strict

concavity of the objective function in order to guarantee convergence. However, in the multipath case, the overall

objective function may not be strictly concave, even if the individual user utility functions are strictly concave (consider

the objective function ofP1). This is one of the reasons why extending these approaches to the multipath case becomes

difficult, and in fact, direct extensions of these algorithms do not provide convergence guarantees.

In [13], the author presents a dual-based algorithm for the problem, which is in fact a generalization of the algorithm

presented in [14] for the single-path case of the problem. Here, the network conveys to the user the “congestion

prices” for each of the paths it uses (the “congestion price” of a path is the sum of the dual variables of the capacity

constraints for all links on the path). The user then sends all its traffic on the path with the smallest congestion price.

This algorithm, however, does not guarantee convergence to the optimal rates. Since the dual in this case is non-

differentiable, it does not converge to the optimum under a constant step-size gradient projection method. However, it is

possible to make the dual converge to the optimum with decreasing step-sizes (see [10] where a case similar to this has

been addressed). However, in this case, due to the lack of strict concavity of the primal objective function, it is difficult
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to obtain the optimal primal variables (the traffic rates) from the optimal dual variables (the congestion prices). In this

case, maximizing the Lagrangian (with the dual variables set to their optimal values) can yield multiple primal solutions,

and some of these solutions can be infeasible (see [5] (Chp. 6) for a more detailed discussion on this). In Appendix IV,

we provide a counterexample to show that in the algorithm presented in [13], the path rates could constantly fluctuate

between two infeasible rates for the problem.

In [8], the authors present both primal and dual algorithms that attempt to solve approximations of the multipath

utility maximization problem. These are also generalizations of the algorithms for the single-path case of the problem,

presented in the same paper. However, no formal convergence result is stated in the paper for the multipath case of

the problem. The authors do show that the value of the approximate objective function (that they are interested in

maximizing) is increasing in time, but that does not guarantee convergence to the optimal solution.

Both of the above-mentioned approaches are end-to-end flow control algorithms based on the same formulation that

we have used in developing the end-to-end flow control algorithm presented in this paper. However, our algorithm pro-

vides guaranteed convergence, and significantly less overhead of communication compared to the previous algorithms

(in these algorithms, the “congestion prices” communicated between the network and end-hosts are real numbers, and

this poses a difficulty in conveying the prices using a small number of bits without sacrificing precision).

As mentioned before, the previous approaches do not scale with increasing number of paths, and require the user to

keep track of the different paths it uses. This necessitated the development of the second algorithm presented in this

paper, based on the multicommodity flow formulation. Distributed solutions of network flow and multicommodity flow

problems have been proposed in the network optimization literature (see [3]). The problems addressed in this regard

typically fall into two categories. The first one is the standard network flow problem. However, this problem does

not have the multi-user aspect that we have in our problem. The second kind of problems are flow routing problems

based on multicommodity flow formulations. However, these problems are only concerned with the routing of flows,

and do not have the flow control aspect that we have in our problem. Moreover, they are concerned with minimizing

a cost function of the link load, whereas we are concerned with maximizing the user utility. These factors make our

problem considerably different from the previously-addressed problems. Also note that the techniques used to develop

the algorithms in this paper are also significantly different from those used in the previous approaches, resulting in a

lower overhead of computation and communication.

V. DISCUSSION ANDCONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed the problem of optimization based rate control for multipath sessions. We presented two

rate control algorithms, one end-to-end and the other hop-by-hop, that converge to the rates that maximize the total

user utility. The algorithms require very simple computations on the part of the users/nodes of the network, and the

communication overhead is also small.

The two algorithms presented in this paper are applicable in different scenarios, and each has certain advantages over
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the other. The end-to-end rate control algorithm is applicable to schemes where the source of the session can spec-

ify the path a packet takes, and therefore can directly monitor the traffic rates on the different paths. This algorithm

has the advantage that per-flow state need not be maintained at the network routers. However, in this case, the stor-

age/computation complexity at an end-user is proportional to the number of paths used by the user. The hop-by-hop

flow control algorithm is applicable to schemes where the intermediate network nodes determine the next-hop node of

a packet. Thus an intermediate node directly controls the traffic rates on the links leading to the next-hop nodes. The

complexity of computation/storage for this algorithm does not depend significantly on the total number of paths used.

However, in this case, per-session information needs to be maintained at the intermediate nodes. Note that the flow

control algorithms used in the current internet are end-to-end flow control algorithms. However, as pointed out in [19],

hop-by-hop congestion control algorithms have certain advantages over end-to-end algorithms, and could be used in

LAN based networks.

On a different note, it is worth mentioning here that the second algorithm presented in this paper could be used to

solve a generalized multicommodity flow problem in a distributed way. Since the network flow problem is a special case

of the multicommodity flow problem, this algorithm also provides a distributed solution to the network flow problem.
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APPENDIX I: SUBGRADIENTS AND THEIR PROPERTIES

Definition 1: [18] (Subgradient and Subdifferential) Consider a convex and continuous functionf defined on a

convex setF � <k. Then a vectorw0 2 <
k is called asubgradientof f at a pointx0 2 F if it satisfies

f(y)� f(y0) � (w0; y � y0) 8y 2 F

Thesubdifferentialof f aty0 2 F , denoted by@f(y0), is the set of all subgradients off aty0, i.e.,

@f(y0) = fw0 2 <
k : f(y)� f(y0) � (w0; y � y0) 8y 2 Fg

In general, subgradient at a point may be non-unique. However, ifrf(y0) exists, then@f(x0) = frf(x0)g.

Next we state some properties of subgradients (see Theorems 1.12 & 1.13 of [18]), which will be useful in our

analysis.

Lemma 5:Let I be a finite index set. Letfi; i 2 I, be convex, continuous functions defined on a convex setF . Let

y0 2 F , andwi0 2 @fi(y0), i 2 I.

(a) Letf(y) =
P

i2I aifi(y), whereai � 0, i 2 I. Then
P

i2I aiwi0 2 @f(y0).

(b) Letf(y) = maxi2I fi(y). Define~I(y) = fi 2 I : fi(y) = f(y)g. Thenwi0 2 @f(y0), for all i 2 ~I(y0).

In terms of subgradients, the optimality condition is as follows (Theorem 1.11 of [18]):

Lemma 6:Let f be a convex, continuous function defined on a convex setF . Then an interior pointy0 of F is the

minimum point off in F if and only if 0 2 @f(y0).

APPENDIX II: PROOF OFTHEOREM 1

We will first state a lemma that would be used in the proof of Theorem 1. For eachl 2 L, definegl : <
jRj
+ ! < as

gl(y) =
P

p2 ~Pl
yp � cl. Thus the capacity constraint for linkl can be simply written asgl(y) � 0.

Now consider the following problem

~P : maximize
X
j2J

Uj(
X
p2Pj

yp)� �
X
l2L

maxf0; gl(y)g ; subject to yp � 0 8p 2 P

where� is a non-negative constant.
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Now define a function~U : <
jRj
+ ! < as ~U(y) =

P
j2J Uj(

P
p2Pj

yp) � �
P

l2Lmaxf0; gl(y)g. Thus ~P is the

problem of maximizing~U(y) subject toy � 0. Let ~Y � denote the set of optimal solutions of~P, and ~U� be the

corresponding optimal value.

Lemma 7:If � > A, then ~Y � coincides withY �.

Proof: DefineYL = fy : gl(y) � 0 8l 2 Lg. Thus the set of link constraints can be simply written asy 2 YL. Consider

a point~y =2 YL. Therefore, there exists a~l 2 L, such thatg~l(~y) > 0. Choose any~p 2 ~P~l. Then from the properties in

Lemma 5,@
~U(y)
@y

j~y~p � A� � < 0. Therefore,@ ~U (~y), the set of subgradients of~U at ~y, can not incude the zero vector.

Therefore, from Lemma 6,~y can not be an optimal solution of~P. Therefore all optimal solutions of~P must belong to

YL. However, for anyy 2 YL, the values of the objective function ofP and~P are equal. Therefore any optimal solution

of P is an optimal solution of~P, and vice versa. Theerefore, for� > A, ~Y � = Y �. 2

The above result is fairly intuitive. Comparing problemsP and ~P, we see that the link constraints inP have been

transferred to the objective function in~P. The term�maxf0; gl(y)g can be interpreted as the penalty associated with

the violation of the capacity constraint of linkl. Thus the above lemma states that when the penalty associated with

constraint violations is sufficiently large, the optimal solution set of the unconstrained problem~P becomes the same as

that ofP.

Proof of Theorem 1: We will first show thatlimn!1 �(y(n); ~Y �) = 0.

Choose an arbitrary� > 0. Let �0 = (�=2). For any�
0

> 0, defineD�
0 asD�

0 = fy : y � 0; ~U (y) � ~U� � �
0

g. It

follows from Theorem 27.2 of [17] that there exists an� = �(�0) > 0 such that

D� � fy : �(y; ~Y �) � �0g (12)

Consider ann for which y(n) =2 D�. Therefore,~U(y(n)) < ~U� � �. Choose any~y� 2 ~Y �. Note that the rate update

procedure for the receiver nodes, as stated in (4), can be compactly stated as:y(n+1) = [ y(n) + �nv
(n) ]+, wherev(n)

is a subgradient of~U(y(n)), and [� ]+ denotes a projection on the non-negative orthant. Sincev(n) 2 @ ~U(y(n)), and

using the definition of a subgradient (Definition 1), we obtain

(v(n); y(n) � ~y�) � ~U(y(n))� ~U(~y�) < �� (13)

From Assumption 1), it is easy to see thatv(n) is upper-bounded. Letjjv(n)jj � ~A for all n.

Using these facts, and (13), we obtain,

jjy(n+1) � ~y�jj2 = jj[ y(n) + �nv
(n) ]+ � ~y�jj2

� jjy(n) + �nv
(n) � ~y�jj2 (14)

= jjy(n) � ~y�jj2 + �2njjv
(n)jj2 + 2�n(y

(n) � ~y�; v(n))

< jjy(n) � ~y�jj2 + ~A2�2n � 2��n (15)

Note that (14) follows from the fact that~y� � 0 (use projection theorem).
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Since�n ! 0, �n � (�= ~A2) whenn is sufficiently large. For all suchn, from (15), we get

jjy(n+1) � ~y�jj2 < jjy(n) � ~y�jj2 � ��n (16)

Now, for the sake of contradiction, let us assume that there exists aN 0
� < 1 such thaty(n) =2 D� for all n � N 0

�.

Therefore, there existsN� � N 0
� be such that (16) holds for alln � N�. Summing up the inequalities obtained from

(16) forn = N� toN� +m, we obtain

jjy(N�+m+1) � ~y�jj2 < jjy(N�) � ~y�jj2 � �
N�+mX
n=N�

�n (17)

which implies thatjjy(N�+m+1)�~y�jj ! �1 asm!1, since
P
�n diverges. This is impossible, sincejjy(N�+m+1)�

~y�jj � 0. Hence our assumption was incorrect. Hence, there exists an infinite sequencen1;� < n2;� < n3;� < ::: such

thaty(ni;�) 2 D� for all i = 1; 2; 3; :::. This implies that there exists ani1 such that (16) holds for alln � ni1;�. Also,

since�n ! 0, there exists andi2 such that�n � (�
0

= ~A) for all n � ni2;�.

Let i0 = max(i1; i2). We show that�(y(n); ~Y �) � � for all n � ni0;�. Pick anyn � ni0;�. There can be three cases:

Case 1: n = nj;� for somej � i0 : In this case,y(n) 2 D�. From (12), it trivially follows that�(y(n); ~Y �) � �0 < �.

Case 2: n = nj;� + 1 for somej � i0 : In this case,y(n) = y(nj;�+1) = [ y(nj;�) + �nj;�
v(nj;�) ]+. Thus

jjy(n) � y(nj;�)jj = jj[ y(nj;�) + �nj;�
v(nj;�) ]+ � y(nj;�)jj

� jjy(nj;�) + �nj;�
v(nj;�) � y(nj;�)jj

= �nj;�
jjv(nj;�)jj � ~A�nj;�

� �0 (18)

From (18) and the fact that�(y(nj;�); ~Y �) � �0 (Case 1), we get

�(y(n); ~Y �) � �(y(nj;�); ~Y �) + jjy(n) � y(nj;�)jj � �0 + �0 = 2�0 = � (19)

Case 3: nj;� + 1 < n < nj+1;� for somej � i0 : Note thaty(n
0) =2 D� for all n0 satisfyingnj;� < n0 < nj+1;�. From

(16), it follows thatjjy(n
0+1)�~y�jj < jjy(n

0)�~y�jj. Summing up these inequalities obtained forn0 = nj;�+1 ton�1, we

obtainjjy(n)�~y�jj < jjy(nj;�+1)�~y�jj. Since this inequality holds for all~y� 2 ~Y �, hence�(y(n); ~Y �) < �(y(nj;�+1); ~Y �).

Since�(y(nj;�+1); ~Y �) � � (Case 2), it follows that�(y(n); ~Y �) � �.

From cases 1, 2, 3,, if follows that�(y(n); ~Y �) � � for all n � ni0;�. By virtue of the arbitrariness of�, it follows that

limn!1 �(y(n); ~Y �) = 0. Now, from Lemma 7, it follows that ifK > ~K, thenlimn!1 �(y(n); Y �) = 0. 2

APPENDIX III: C ALCULATION OF r(�)

Define a function~U(y) as in the proof of Theorem 1, i.e.,~U(y) =
P

j2J Uj(
P

p2Pj
yp)��

P
l2Lmaxf0;

P
p2 ~Pl

yp�

clg. Consider the problem of maximizing~U� subject toy � 0. Let ~Y � be the set of optimal solutions for this problem,

and ~U� be the corresponding optimal value. Since� > A, ~Y � = Y �, and ~U� = U� (use Lemma 7 in Appendix II). Let

�L be the maximum number of links on any session’s path. Now define the set~D(�) as follows

~D(�) = f y � 0 : ~U(y) � U� �
1

2
�2 �L2jP j� g
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Now define~r(�) as follows

~r(�) = max
y2 ~D(�)

�(y; Y �)

Thenr(�) can be expressed as follows

r(�) = ~r(�) + ��L
q
jP j� (20)

It is easy to show that~r(�), and hence~D(�), is bounded. Moreover, from Theorem 27.2 of [17], it follows that

~r(�)! 0 as�! 0+. Therefore, from (20), it follows thatr(�)! 0 as�! 0+.

APPENDIX IV: A C OUNTEREXAMPLE FOR THEDUAL-BASED ALGORITHM

Next we provide a counterexample to show that in the algorithm presented in [13], the path rates may not converge

to the optimal rates. Consider the 3-node network shown in Figure 1. There is a single session with sources and

destinationd, sending traffic on two different pathsp1 andp2.

0.9

1.1
2

s d

p
1

p
2

Link 1

Link 2

Link 3

Fig. 1. An example network.(The numbers across the links are the link capacities.

Assume that the session utility islog(1 + x), wherex is the session rate. Assume that there is a maximum constraint

on each path rate, and that is equal to 10 units. It is easy to see that the optimal rates on the two paths are (0.9,1.1).

Now assume that the rates and the prices are all zero initially. Moreover, assume that the rates/prices are updated

synchronously. Let the step-size for price updates at thenth iteration be equal to(1=n) (such step-sizes ensure the

convergence of the dual [10]). Figure 2 shows the path rates in the window 0-250 iterations. Note that after an initial

phase, the path rates constantly fluctuate between (0,2) and (2,0). These fluctuations do not die down as the number

of iterations increases. Note that the rates fluctuate even as the step-size for price updates become arbitrarily close to

zero. Note that the rates (2,0) and (0,2) are infeasible, although these path rates yield the same primal objective function

value. Figure 3 shows the link prices in the window 0-250 iterations. In the figure, we see that the link prices converge.

This example demonstrates, that even if the prices converge to their optimal values, the rates may not, and could

achieve values that are infeasible to the original problem. This is due to the lack of strict concavity of the primal

objective function. Note that we could make the primal objective function strictly concave by adding to it a strictly

concave term̂Up(yp) for eachp 2 P . For instance, we could takêUp(yp) = � 1
2�y

2
p, where� is some large constant

(this kind of approach was succesfully applied in [10] to solve a similar problem). In this case, however, with the
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Fig. 2. The rates on pathsp1 andp2.
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Fig. 3. The prices for links 1,2,3.

addition of these extra functions, the user algorithm would become substantially more complex. More specifically, user

j has to maximize the termUj(
P

p2Pj
yp) +

P
p2Pj

Ûp(yp) �
P

p2Pj
�pyp, where�p is the total congestion price for

pathp. In general, this maximization problem will be too difficult to solve in a single step.


